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I offer no apoligizes for the lateness of this, except 
to this who sent in.money for sample copies and those 
who contributed to this. HOCUS is on no fixed sched
ule, I can’t say when or if the nekt issue will be out, 
but now I’m busy with correspondence, fahau, member of 
the new NAPA, on SAPS w/1 (thoUgh It should be awhile 
before I get in) and last and least, school is supposed 
to take up some of my time-. "■. ■

There will always be errors, such as, there being two 
page lo.’ s in this issue, which was something I could not 
help; hence I used the filler page, Alsi, lambeck’s 
DETENTION report was supposed to run complete in .this 
issue,, but unforseen compliOation have forced me to run 
half now and half next, time, I also was forced to omi-t—•««»• 
a few other items I’d been planning to use, they’ll be 
around jnext time, as well as a longer lettered.

Last week I sent in my registration for the Pitt-con, - 
and I hope everyone else well, as I’m making an effort 

— to be up there in Pittsburgh over the Labor Day weekend. 
To register^ send §2,00 (§1.00 for overseas fen) to: Mrs. 
Arthur Archer, 1452 Barnsdale St., Pi>t. 17, Pa. And be
sides, the earlier you register, the lower you’ll number 
will be. ' . \ .

I’ve spent all morning running off stencils, and I’m 
hoping, to finally finish this issue by tomorrow. The 
cover, by th® way, is a genuine original Prosser illo, 

L_ and so will the one for next issue, I could describe 
it, but I won’t. No justified margins now, also, the re

ason being that it takes too much time to arrange for them, and 
they just aren’t appreciated as much as I figured them would be.

It would be wise if I used this column as a vehicle to of
fer humble apoligizes to all those I may have verbally mistreat-* ‘ 
ed through the letters Bruce Pelz printed in THE SAVOYARD; The 
views stated there were old and a, bit distorted one, my true 
thoughts have changed. All this business in res to snobbery got 
too out of hand I beleive, with everyone taking it upon them
selves to point out what a fool I was., I appreciate the effort 
fellows* but please, I allready know. Beleive me, reading just 
what someone has written, without knowing that person personally... —
can give one a very distorted idea of him. To say something is 
one thing, but to mean what you say is another. And if I never 
hear anything else about all this snobbery business it will be 
soon enough.

Today, for the records, i? October 19. 
side and warm inside; just the proper climate

It is breezy out-
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nHOCU§ might go monthly—maybe."
So says the editor of this magazine.

80 mO5t?J7» because if it does the editor win go crazy,or gafia, or both,"
Bo say X,

- J" U* aft?f ? ®ar«ful survey of fanzines after a period 
of years; years that began with an endless profusion of fine JitS rxr?^:?»fs\lnes’ana finishea ?n 
wixn a* mere trickle of issues*

It s gotten so, that every time an editor makes such an 
sit ^ack, ^hd add his name to? a list 

•MSm?USi. p®FsonaSes as Benjamin Bathurst, * £ Amelia Earheart, and other people who have dis- 
aP?®aled‘ ™«CaUfS 80?xL ®n°ugh, that editor—and his public 
ation. are going to vanish. H j-j-v,
fc.rV.I,;e1o?r?oit h?ppen to° oft?n- There was a time, like 
without 1h«i^2\i+he? ?°UJd scareoely open your mailbox 
OTT*wnwv ln the hea<1 *lth a new ls®ue of HYPHEN or
QU ANDRY. Now HYPHEN comes out once or twice a year and QUANDRY 
has long departed from the fannish scene. Surely there was ?°tla0* or es°-bo? for 111086 tw° publicans--
it s just that the editors couldn’t keep up with the high stan
dards and steady pace. °

mid-50 s, GRUE emerged, and for a time fans werudel- 
delw6ht?SSy «wlt? fat» fadlcy produced, fast-published 

issues. Now GRUE, is in effect, an annual. And for the same 
reasons.

A BAS was for a time the subject of much reader interests 
Tans could scarcely wait to see the next Derogation in it’s 
pages. when Boyd Raeburn visited me recently we discussed the 
matter? one of the reasons A BAS has become an annual. o»Lt 
best a semi-annual is that Boyd had so much trouble thinking ub 
new material for IDerogatidm, . p

The supply of distinctive, well written material, isn’tfend 
less, as he found out; and so did Gregg Calkins who used to 
publish on a pretty regular schedule with OOPSLA and—but I 
could turn this little commentary into a checklist by merely 
continuing to cite the names of once prominent fanzines which 
ar® now moribund or quite dead. No, the sources of material are 
limited; heavan knows that prozine editors who receive two or 
three hundred submissions a week utter the same complaint, so 
it's no wonder fan editors face the same problem.

In addition, life has a way of interfering, PEON andftNSIDE 
went off schedule due to unscheduled personal developments in



the lives of their editors. It’s too early to talk about FANAC, but 
at the time of this writing I note that Terry Carr‘s weekly or bi
weekly news sheet hasn’t come my way for almost two months now.

Even the most prolific writers burn out2 I predict (and some
what sadly) that the British Balzac, John Berry, will suffer the 
same fate as all the rest—if he comes over here for the DETENTION 
he’ll write up an account of his trip,do a few more articles, 

he may get conned into promising con- attend
ees, and then (from mid I960 on) go into a 
literary gafia for a long while. Or an iron 
lung (I know these Detroiters).

Look at it this way? a TV weekly 
show--let’s take the Steve Allen show 
an easy example—is aired 39 times
and consists for the most part
stars doing their acts, 
his introdnotionsj and

of

variety

a
Allen himself,

in his sketches

for 
year, 
guest

in 
with

stooges, probably averages around 20 minute®
a week on camera. The wording involved 
his appearences is small? Isd say 2,000 • 
to 3,000 words of writing per • week 
covers It. ........................

in 
words

_ _ amply
And yet at the end of the pro

gram, the credits roll of the names oft any
where from 5 to 7 fulltime (and highly paid) 
writers. In effect; the monthly "wordcount" . 
of such a show is considerably less than that 
of the average fanzine, but a crew 
a half dozen men work around the 

produce that wordage—and don’t concern them selves with 
nical productions or manuel labor either.

of at 
clock 
any

least 
to 

tech-

Now granted that the average fanzine doesn’t measure
Steve Allen show in the quality of it’s output—end granted too 
that we don t intend to strectch a weak analogy too far—thecaet 
remains, writing material of a certain formularized work, week in 
and week out, calls for a great deal of concentration 
More than the average editor and his contributors can 
to an amatuer publication on a regular

So magazines go under, fan write: 
Personally, I*d rather see a zin

up to

and 
hope

the

effort.
to bring '

unaer.
i out three or four times

a year an continue publication, then watch the sudden emergence of 
some nova which I’m sadly certain is bound to burn out. Because, 
in fanzine history, when the overproduction phase passes, there is 
an opposite swing, and fans revert to doing too little.

This observation, by the way, is not necessarily confined to fan 
publishing; ot' er forms of fanac exhibit the same penduluu&ike 
characteristics. One has only to think of the mad momentum of the 
average convention comittee before the annual event is staged 
and contrast it with what happens to the majority of such local 
groups once the con is over—but that’s another story.

HOCUS going,monthly? I hope not. I’d rather see it keep on ap
pearing. '

% &
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By Barry R5 Milroad

As I said last time this month’
is
backing down nowy

in H

Any small misunders^a the prop-

s column 
Ism notsubtitled ’’The Ori

c id ent ally 
coherence.

er sequence of following onmsa can turn into a 
form of chaos with great magnitude. . Both World 
Wars were organized chaos® So was Korea, so 
is Cuba now. So is the middle East.-, In the

■b^case anyone had trouble reading my page

Ln of Chaos

nr in-
lipped and he

Chaos, by definition, is confusion or com
plete disorder,, by the Army it's SNAFU,. But 
where does it start, Better yet, since it 's 
not eternal, how does it start?

0, MD's g ’i 
left out a

. Enough oi* tn Is prattle, new to work 
No reaction to HOCUS #10 has come in yet, so I 
don t know how many toes to step on at the mom
ent.

U.S.A., so is the segregation question after 
being tossed around for a couple of years. All 
of them date back at least five yearso Two of 
them date back over a hundred years, one of these 
over three thousand years.

The World Wars and Korea can easily be traced 
back in history booksa The segregation prob
lem had it‘s beginning when the first slave 
ship from Africa came to the U.S. in the eight- 

„ „ . ,, . ■ eenth century o Txhe Middle East situation be
gan in the days of Abraham when he banished Ishmael and his mother. 
These small, seemingly insignificant events were the cornerstone of 
chaos. The initial moves in a grotesque chess game. These things 
all built up so that we, the descendents of these first blunders, ata 
at eachothers throats over some completely ridiculous premise like 
race supremacy. (I hope I’m not sounded like an idealists will pro
bably get le tters from KKK etc,etc. All mail will be answered—should 
make good kindling in the winter).
a* B?“eone once told me that lost causes are the'only ones worth 
fighting for, That s right, and the bull-headed, bigotted causes 
should be buried--like race supremecy. Aooligies to all such people, 
the-only-reason ITve ured their chaotic cmse so-much eg e’-' ‘
was because it’s the most omnipresent,most bullheaded, most deserving 
of Iniquity. If you have any comments pro or con about my ramblings 
let in© know.. Write Barry Milroad, 91 Locust Ave®,Millbum, N.J. 
Citizens comittees send pamphlets—KKK send bedsheets.



. I arrived at the. Pick-Fort Shelby'about 8:30 in th®.'morning, 
about., a half ..hour before opening of'registration.- --I walked into 
the Xdbby, found the - stairs for -the' second'.floor, and walked up. 
TherS'..were a.few'fans Pandering around out there,. and some of 
the Detroit group were attempting to set up things foh the reg
istration. I? .y . finally managed to get ’the; typer, cards, . pro

- grams, banquet notes* •'•nffle tickets*’and .. themselves organized, 
; and the registration started. : ‘

I was looking around for Seth -Jbhnsan, who told- me he might 
be at the con, and saw one fan ahead of me .whom, I figured could 

. be him.,..'. .Wen we strarted to register, he. tool: cut a wallet ; 
bearing his name, and I knew, it was Seth. " Introductions were 
taken care of soon afterwards, though'before the con .was over'I 

A was a bit surprised by the persons I had’seen. • ............ - ■■■*• :-
' '.After registration was done with, I went into the. Shelby '' 

.room where displays-were being set up. . .Fans, were working, to- ar
range lots of pbs and books ahd mags on ..the . tables. . ' ' . •

■* ’ ..-.Then I‘noticed G-.H. Scithers, who'was talking to Marion-Z?
" Bradley, which made a.'.-total‘of three fen whom Ibhad heard of ’ 

previously and seen now., As I went out, I ran into-John Korting, 
. . As I’ was talking with John, Wally Weber came u-p wearing'a ': 

three-prop-beanie. Then Bruce Pelz came along-, and I said'■ hello 
to him for George -Johnson, 'who'had asked, me. to do. that,. Wally - 
was also saying hello to' everyone for Ed Wyman-. - .

'■ F finally found where- the ITJF room wodld be, and went, to it. 
I .found Alma Hill -inside it.' 'She went but for a moment-,., so I ' 
sat.down tp wait... - -I- started lettering a. sign too. . :

' ../'Walking back* -I- came into contact' with Dick Eney, and ..in- ■■ ' 
. quired about what my- chances were of getting FANCYCLOBEDIA.II.-'

They were good,;-it seemed. The next fans‘1 saw were Bob and.Juan
ita'Coulson* who were heading'for breakfast. .John, Berry .wasn’t ’ 
hard to spot, since he had on suspenders and a wide moustache.
Waridering back to the N3F room, I found Art Hayes and Stan Wool-' 
stan there. * .

i The greeting, scheduled for 1:00 was held at 2:12. . Roger De 
Yore did the .talking,, tho Howard Sims wa’s. rolled on the stage 
at one 'point.. Following was the introduction of .famous names* 
including: Dave Kyle, Doc- Smith, 4p, Roger Sims, Sam Moskowitz, 
John Campbell,- Bob. Madle, Asimov, Leiber,-. Bloch, Falasco, Ford, ' 
knight/Em sh, Merril,'Dickson, Shaw, Scortia, Miller, Santessan, 
Silverburg/ Harmon, Devet, Ley, Trent* Eshbach, Mills, Bradley,
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mJ,™' °Unn’ G’rry de la R9y’ Eandy G°la™nh, and Martin C-re-

... So much for the pros. ■ Here’r some of the fans that were 
there: Rick Sneary, Bjo, Al Lewis, Stan Woolsthn, Jack Harness 
Wally Webber, Art Rapp, Djinn Faine, Ron Elllk, Al Lynch, George 
Heap, Ben Jason, Noreen Shaw, John Millard, Boyd Raeburn. Burnett

■^■ayea» Favlet, John & Joan Mangus, Alma Hill ' S & Carol Hickman, Andy & Gene Young, Bob & Ju^A- 
ita Coulson, Brdce Pelz, Dale Tarr, Fran Light, Earl & Nancy Kemn

WS,‘ V1Slnl# 8ehul«1’1- Stu Hoffman, Dlroe ’ 

and 
Chris Moskowitz, Dick and Patty Ellington, Ian M^auly, Bil?Dona- 
and Gt^Co^^.3^7 Tutrell» Ted & sYlvia White, Tom Condit, "

Following that, Harlan Ellison was introduced by Roger Sims 
*rsses VerJ neaS He had on a continental suit, and h?ra 

°?e+Sf^h°ae SOft» sickly green hats with a shaving brush in the hatband.
Nextzit was Poul Anderson’s turn, who carefully walked to the 

speakers stand. He talked for awhile about how a speech should 
b® +uY.en lhe dldn t do it that .way) and how he really didn’t have 

, anything to say now, although he had reams, for the banquet. He 
+vS holloed by John Berry who said that, he was very happy to be at 

2?:?’+5nd SX’1atf£U1^ Jhanlced Nick Falasca and Norren Shaw for 
+i'L d done °? tbe Berry fund, as well as thank

‘ Sd con^lbuted (tho not individually),. He expres
sed Walt Willis greetings, and Walt’s regrets that he wasn’t at- 

?erry ?a? mentioned TAFF during his talk, and 
Bob M^dle up to explain, just what TAFF, was.- Madle gave a 

«rifL^ndoW1Vn the hlstory of TAFF, and introduced the present 
«a5didftes*J Son Fo£d was Present and stood.up, Bjo had just/step- 
ped out, and Terry Carr was unable to attend the con. Sims an

. ^°Yn,CQd Willy Ley s speech would be delayed till 4:00. It 
had been originally scheduled for 3:03.
.. Sl3an, McLa^shlJn tthe other ■co-chairman) explained the Auc- 

’ and called up Sam Moskowitz as auctioneer*’ (For those 
not familiar with the Auction Block,' the tpros auctioned off give 
a? h,°^r °f -their time to the people get them—the time is arranged 
at mutual convenience). Sam explained to the slaves that they 
were up their volunterily, since slavery was illegal, but they’d 
better do, as .they were told, and do At of their own free will.

The first pro to be auctioned off was Willy Ley, The bid
ding started at 10/ and ended at §12,98, The bidding on,Isaac 

- Asimov began at 2/. He was finally sold for §17. The first bld 
oh Poul Anderson was 13/. The last was §13. Doc E.E. Smith was 
next. The bidding started at ;.»5 and ended with §12. Five dollar 
bids were started, with Judith Merril, but she finally went for 
415. Einsh. was the last of the slaves to be auctioned off2 The 
first bid on him was 10/ and the last was §14. , 

All. during the auctioning, Sam Moskowitz (and Asimov) had 
been clowning around while showing the merits 
Bidding for Sam began at one mil (§0.001) and, 
some others pooled their money, was sold for

the merits of the various slaves
■after Alma Hili' and
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After the auction Sims got up and announced that Willy Ley’s 
talk would he at 4:30, and there would be an sf film shown in 
the Cass Room at 7:45. ■■ . . .

Willy Ley's speech be^an at 4:52. His topic was "Science 
Fiction and the first ten y^ears of the space, age-." He said that- 
the first ..ten years of the pace age are practically nonexistent 
in sf. No author has realty explored the fundamental work in 
space-flight technology. He talked■on,various topics, some of 

•them being:What will space’’pilots eat?(Fish and chlorella ice
cream), Jet vs. rocket boosters (he favors piloted rocket boos
ters), recovery of rockets, how to get a piloted booster back to 
the take-off sight (it would glide into a convenient air-port, 
then strap on jet engines and fly back), Project Saturn (an array 
of eight Jupiter rocket engines in two squares), putting a sat- * 
elllte in a 24 hour orbit' for communications between the U.S. and 
Europe, manned space stations (he predicted a manned space stat
ion in 6 years) etc.etc. He concluded by saying that these ach
ievements will depend upon the speed of our competitive resources 
with our closest rival; the Soviet Union.

A question and answer session followed his talk, and Mr. 
Ley gave more of his views during it, such as stating , that ,ln 
time communications satellites will be privately owned, although 
the government will be putting them up.

It. was announced that the fan-author’s panel would be at 
11:00 the next day.

Stan Woolstan made an announcement that confused everybody.• 
It was apparently an apology, but very few people know to whom 
he was apologizing and for what. ..

■ Then we had PSIONICS UNDER FIRE. The panel consisted of Ed 
Wood, Murray Yako (who did an article on dowsing rods for ASTOUND
ING) Ted Cogswell, Tom Scortia, and John Campbell (who in my op
inion, had the rest of’the panel outnumbered single handed).

Some of the following iin.es are quotes, some are my comments, 
and some are paraphrasing, so you'll have to sort it out.

Wood:"Campbell should-.not inflict his "personal eccentricit
ies" upon the readership.","When he inflicts his enthusiasm on 

Ine, I resent it." But.. ."validity of psionlcs, that’s another 
thing." Wood just thought Campbell was not behaving as a real 
editor should After a real dig "...luckily l'm not a profession
al author." He also asked whether psionlcs was good for the mag
azine: "What are your circulation figures?"

Campbell: "Circulation.,.has Increased.,.over the last four 
years...(the magazine is) still monthly (and is) Increasing the 
page number...(the) publisher is happy." "The policy of ASTOUND
ING Science Fiction today is exactly what it was twenty years ago..,, 
exploring new frontiers." Campbell added that space flight, had 
allready been explored din sf and it was not a new frontler:"We 
can’t rest on our laurels."

Cogswell: "I?’-m certainly not anti-psionlcs—I invented the 
first psionlcs machine*' 0 „. he got a radio and connected the tubes 
with a thread and "l kept calling Mars," "Psionlcs is a legit
imate area for investigation, but Campbell has a responsibility 
to the readers that he's not fulfilling. I thought the article 
on the Heironymous machine was fine. But I don’t like magical 
thinking. If these things works...If Campbell is going to bring 
them up...he should follow them up. Campbell has a responsibility 



as „n ^^or not to pass these things on without following them 
up. There should be controlled experiments...body of evidence... 
experimental techniques.

Campbell; 4".. .dowsing rods.. .have you ever tried it?"
Cogswell: "No," . . . *
Yako: "Experiments have been run. Consolidated Edison...has 

twenty men in service,•.(who) carry coathanger rods.80^ of the 
time they work. .

• Cogswell: "Set up scientific experiments and then you can 
say.20 people went over the ground„..here are the results." 

. Campbell? What you w,anto. .(is) a controlled scientific ex
periment. What we have presented is ’direct personal experience."

Cogswell: Why lsnTt there experimental evidence?" *
Campbell: "The experiment is carried out as dialy experience 

in Flint Michigan,
Scortia: He set up a test. He had a pipe put in one of 12 

identical compartments, then had that person who put the pipe 
in the compartment leave the room. Then he brought in a sub
ject with a pair of rods. It doesn’t "work a damn" for some people, 
while for others it works perfectly.

Campbell: "When they bounced a signal off Venus they fed it 
through a computer. It said that odds were 1 out of IC,000,000 
that the experiment had failed. They use these odds as proof 
that they’ve bounced a signal off Venus. But when Rhine gets 
odds of 1 out of 10,000,000 they won’t accept it as proof. Sc
ientists should name specifications of evidence... (and) then 
stick to them."

Then it got wild. Campbell and Cogswell got going too fast 
too quote, although it made good listening if you paid attention. 
Cogswell said that he wanted experiments. Tom Scortia (who git 
into the brawl) said that he’d done experiments and that what Cogs
well wanted was an explanation. Cogswell said he did not want an 
explanation, Scortia said:"If John W, Campbell did not exist, it 
would be necessary to invent him," "l don’t know whether I 
beleive or disbeleive in psi." He also sta'ltd that it1 s hard to 
control experiments in psi because like in the 12 compartment 
experiment, the experiment could be explained by clairvoyancy ■ 
or telepathy. And he wanted, ti know how you set up control con
ditions? He concluded by saying they should put more science In
to psi investigations. . . ■ . ' ' :

Campbell: TRY .ITst..Get in and .pltchl ...the dowsing rods 
don t do a damn thing. It” s the guy holding them that does it.” 
(He explained that they had done -experiments with rods mounted 
on platforms and the rods only worked when held in the hands. And 

' 'that his publisher is the ’'most expert operator with the rods 
that I've known." He added that psionlcs. had been in pragmatic, 
practical use, for years'; v

Someone answered that witchcraft had been in.pragmatic, prac
tical use for years.

Campbell answered? "PreciselyI" .
The audience groaned, It was about 6:50. and the panel broke 

up. I went out for ci inner* I' went to the place that I had gone 
for lunch, but had two hanburgpbs there instead of one,

When I got back I found Gregg. ,and Khan Trend, and we wandered 
all over trying to find some action. ,Someohe-told’ us that the 
Detrodt suite was room #1837. We took the elevator to the 18’th
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' flobr. No room #1837* After riding the elevator for-a while, and 
" asking around, we folnd it was room #1873. We want back up and 

entered. We had just gotten settled one someone shooed’ us out,ex
plaining the suite was being closed for the evening.

So we left for the Cass Room where they were going to hold 
movies. The film., was an extremely amatuerish production. Ko 
sound on the movie, but they had a' tape which was more or less syn
chronized with the film, no words though, just music. The film 
concerned the adventures of a group of space travelers from Earth. 
They land on one planet, see what is obviously a beach scene played 
in fast motion, and leave. On the next planet they are captured 

. by BEKs, which*were.kind of cute looking, at that.
At 8:20 I went down to the Coral Room where the fancy dress 

. ball was to be held. Practically no one was there. Later, the 
... band .started warming up, and some more people began to arrive. 

Eventually, some people in costume showed up. Randy Garrett was 
■ Henry VIZI or something similar; Karen Anderson was a vampire (with 

.wings). I'in indebted .to the Pliilly group's 3-shot for the list 
’ of awards:

.. MOST FANNISH: -Sill Donaho - dressed as a certain Robin Hood 
charactor, carrying a sign reading:

. ' FIRST- FANDOM ■' '

. . IS NOT DEAD‘
. ’■ ' ' ' ' —Fria^Tucker ■

BEST BASIC ANATOMY: Nancy’ Shapiro' - Spacegirl in green.
. MOST NAUSEATING: Al Lewis - victim and Puppet Master, (I

' missed this one). . • . ' '
► N MOST BEATIFUL: Joe Christoff (I missed this one.tbo).

CLEVEREST: Betsy, William, and Margeret Curtis -Mathemat
ical family. Now this one I saw. I got a pretty good 'look, since 
they were at the next table. I don’t know who was which, ■ but one 
of the women was A and A. Her front was A and had three breasts, 
labeled true, false, and true. .Her back was A and also had three 
breasts,, which were labeled perhaps, improbable, and maybe.

The man was psi (or null-psi?). The costume liked pretty 
.much the same'on both sides, Idke an astrologer's_get up.

The younger woman (or teen-ager) was E and E. In back she 
was E. Cartesian co-ordinate paper was pinned on the top of her 
costume. Down around her buttocks she had a graph _of asymptotic . 
lines approaching plus infinity. In front she was E. Saddle
shaped space outlined her breasts, while curved space was around 
her abdomen and suchlike, down to her legs. _

The reason I missed most of the things was I left at 10:30 
to catch a train, being to cheap to get a hotel room.
r . And now a couple of quotes from the Philly 3—shot to show what 
happened after I left:

FROM ’ THE HARDEN* S OFFICE: The management requests that as 
of now, folk singing in the hallway of the 17th floor will hereby 
cease, at 4:30 in the morning. Attention: Djinn Faine, John and 
Joanne Magnus, George Heap and others. They had names, but at 
4:30 who can remember them?

The latest official count of registrees is 521.

(This’was part one of Bob Dambeck's report; part two will be 
in the next issue).



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Advertising i$ accepted in this 
section, upon receipt of the-usual 
fee of one letter containing the 
advertisement to be placed. .

WANTED: "Astounding” and "Amazing" 
magazines prior co 1929c. Pay top; 
rates. Also, top prices for.all 
"Galaxy" issues before November 
1936., M. DeckU-nger; 85 Locust; - 

• Millburn, New.Jersey. No phone 
caj ISt please .__________________
FUR SALE: One issue Sears,, Roe
buck catalog fcr 1957. Has been 
stored more-or-less out of doors.

. Write: Range headquarters, Running 
S Ranch, Nuevo Laredo, Guadlajara, 
Mexico* .....
WANTED: Baby sitter. Contact Papa 
Dionne. _______
WANTED: Junk furniture. Any con
dition. Best prices. Abbie’s ; 
Antique Center; 11 Brokenup Ave, 
FOR SALE: America’s finest tra
ditional antiques. Abbie’s An-. 
tique Center; 11 Brokenup Ave. . 
WANTED: Women. Contact Range . 
Central; Sierra Frio Range, LAZY J 
RANCHES; Post Office Box 445; Ros
well, New Mexico. Call prepaid 
MAin 2-0382 extension 43._________
WANTED: Armed guard. Must be on, 
the alert and capable of working 
against big odds. Contact Range 
Foreman; Sierra Frio Range, LAZY J 
RANCHES: Post Office Box 445; Ros
well, New Mexico. No telephone 
calls.______ _________________ _______
FOR SALE: Slightly used pistols.

■Priced for.quick sale. Murder, 
Incorporated. Brooklyn, New York.

■ WANTED: More women, _______ • . '
WANTED: A man. Contact "Woman", 
telephone Fireside 9-6328, Santa 
Fe, New Mexico.___________________
WANTE-D: Telephone equipment in
stallers. High wages, good work
ing conditions. Needed at once to 
assist in work on unexpected need 
of equipment in New Mexico. See 
Mountain States'Telephone office.

WANTED: A divorce." s?Husband 
WANTED? A man, s/Wife_ ___
WANTED: Supper. s/C-hild
FOR SALE: •Slightly used 1959 pick-up 

-truck-. Am no l.ongfix-allco-.'ed to-make 
pick-ups. Write "Newly Wed Husband" 

■ c/o. box' 6, this publication. ._________ _
LOST: 1759 model Thunderbird. If found 
please contact "Chief", Comanche Indi
an s* Waroarh,Reservation, Oklahoma. . 
rCNb'D: 1759 model Thunderbird. Owner . - > 
may have same by paying for thunder 
stolen by this bird. Contact Paleface, 
I incoln. Net ska._________ ■ ■ ;____

■MEN WANTED: Need-experienced auto re
pairmen. Joe’s Garage. 1297 Northeast 
Western Avenue. Will train beginners., 
AUTO REPAIRS: Only factory-trained 
experts work on your car at Joe’s 
Garage, 1297. Northe^t Western Avenye, 
FOR RENT: Recently vacated .room. Good 
view. Low rate. Contact "Warden" at 
Sing Sing. Also, a few vacancies will 
be available overlooking rive-r._______
TRADE: Second hand suit. Good condi
tion but needs cleaning. Gray and white 
stripe. X. Cahnvik; Bowrey, New York, 
URGENT NEED,; -Will pay top prices for 
air pollution control devices. At 
present need ' cethod of removing old 
tires, stripped gears, broken glass, 
crushed.pedestrians from air of large 
cities. Also, want method of prevent
ing overaccumulation of Sputniks in 
upper, atmosphere. Contact Patent Off
ice, Washington 25, D. C.____ __________
WANTED AT ONCE: Anti-gravity device. 
Contact "Launching Officer"; Cape 
Canaveral, Florida.___________________
WANTED: Three minutes of Stage One 
rocket, fuel. Call MOonflight 2-6000. 
FOR SALE: Western boots. Hand made. 
Eastern Boot Shop, Millburn, New Jersey 
WANTED: Western boots made for feet. 
Contact "Sorefoot"-Joe; Route 11 Box 
3IC; Albuquerque, New Mexico.__________
WANTED; Money. ~s/Ed it or, HOCUS.

Have you :seen the new Cape Canaveral 
countdown? It goes:

10 7 4 1
9 6 3 Oh, . ..
8 5 2. Damn!
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In Australia, fan activity goes back before the war, when 
there were a few fans in Sydney, and even fewer elsewhere. There 
was an aborltive SFL Chapter in 1936-7, then the Futurian Society 
of Sydney, founded in November J39, continued up to late 1943. 
It was suspended till June *47, when most of the same group re
formed it. After several years of small scale activity on the 
traditional patteren, with a membership up to a score or so, there 
was a change of pace. Activity was very irregular. with meet
ings going on regular, but anything else dving out from time 
to time? about the end of 1950, things ' 
led for a revival. Instead of'merelv f
up the existing group, we started a he, 
Society, of which I was the Secret■ vy.v 
find and recruit s.f. fans, and e- 
ed in other centers. It was ver-

very dead and cal- 
■vdjjg on and livening 
•as THe Australian S.F 
s pcrposo was to 
to get groups start- 
1 for about three 
the FSS gradually 

ocal fans attended.
years. Local doings were promoted . v,5 
became a body to which only a mimoritj oi 
We had many non-FSS members regularly coming to meets, and even 
doing things on their own account, and in lae end it was more 
or less Inevitable that we should have a rival organisation, and 
the community split up into a violent schirnU But before it 
got to that stage we had a clubroom, meetings three times weekly 
with attendances averaging about forty on the main nights, and 
all kinds of things going on. By 1956, we had ended up with a 
handful of fans, and nothing much doings And there has not 
been a serious move for revival ever since.

The FSS emerged from the failure with a small membership, 
and it s fairly expensive library, which is now in my charge 
Not having adequate premises makes it impossible for me to open 
it to local fans. But l‘ve been running it for postal borrowers 
outside Sydney, and the service is gradually estendinga At 
present I m trying to get a weekly meeting in the city started^ 
but there’s not much enthusiasm* So any activity of the FSS will
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be managed for the time being by it’s executives® Which is NOT 
saying there can’t be any more activityo Besides the library, 
we have a campaign under way"'to bring in more associate members 
from the whole of Australia to use .it, and we are planning a mim
eographed public at ion titled nNotes and Comments’5 which will 
take a more sober view of sf than most fanzines do. There have
been published two indexes to Australian s.f. magazines, with 
similar coverage planned for many Australian pamphlets of a few 
years ago, and there is even an Index to British SF magazines 
which will be published soon,

I intend to soon bring out a small pamphlet explaining 
the ISFS and giving some of the activities here. There used 
to be handbooks put out by that unfortunately titled affairs; 
Operation Fanjsast, and that is the kind of thing I will even
tually be aiming at in my publication. The first issue will 
have a list of addresses of the main s,fQ organizations, with a
few words about them.

As’ for other Australian groups. Well, the ASPS as I said, 
brought many fans to the lights, and mainly as a stunt to focus 
attention on it, the FSS sponsored a campaign in Sydney in 
1952, One Melbourne fan came, and after a high-pressure cam- ; 

i paign from this end, a club was started in Melbourne. The FSS 
put on two more conventions in the next two years, and they
were strongly imitative of the American conventions.

Our conventions were frankly publicity stunts. We knew 
that practically all those attending would be from Sydney and 
nearby, ,'Wt we did try to get a few from other areas, and at 
the business sessions called on thw to talk about their fields. 
By the third Convention it was fairly successful, and actually 
gave the impression of something like a genuine meeting of r e- 
prCsentltlves from several groups. To read the report we got 
out of the affair, you’d think the movement was pretty firmly 
established, but actually, it was mostly a false front.

The Melbourne group was mainly j^Touile for a long time— 
there were adults, but they didn’t acx that way. But they 
have come along graduallyo Now they a small clubroom in 
the city, a fair-sized library® air • • > luy attendance of two
dozen or so. For a long time thoy y ;.':i.ed several fan mag
azines which were awful to start didn’t improve much,
Mervynn Bins, the present leader occasionally produces a sheet 
with news of this group. It’s a good idea, but it’s appearence 
is terrible.

xn Adeliade, after a great deak of fumbling around, the 
dozen or so known fans there got together in August 1953 and 
agreed.to start meeting fortnightly and to also set up a lib
rary. They’re still meeting in the volunteer librarian’s home, 
but the collection has greatly increased, and now numbers mere 
than three thousand seperate items® They ate a happjyi group, but, 
they’re uninterested in fan publishing or any other of the num
erous activities, and henme, they’re rarely heal’d from. But 
I certainly would call them the most successful fan club in 
Australia. There membership now reaches near 100 or more, and 
the average attendance of the meetings is about thirty.

It’s alive Professor-—— I tell you the mimeo is alive-.
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I’ve seen both these groups, having recently gone on a 
three weeks trftp to Adelaide with my wife, and have stopped at 
Melbourne on the way back.,

in Brisbane, a few fans got together in the same way as the 
Adelaide group, and about the same timefbut they have never got 
past the stage of twenty-odd people, though they still meet mon
thly. In Perth, though, there was a forceful fan well known 
overseas; Roger jpard, and a couple of others with plenty of ideas, 
but^ somehow nothing has ever been done in the way of organizing. 
In Hobart,Tas, we have the internationally know Don Tuck of the 
Handbook and a very few others, Don started a Hobart Futurian 
Society during the war, but it did very littleo There have been 
clubs that began and lapsed in Canberra (which is our national- 
Capitol, even though it’s in reality, just a small town), There 
feave also been similar groups started in Goulburn, NSWO, New
castle, NSW. and Mb. Gambier, S.A. All with the same results.

We of the FSS are not in favor of most of the doings of 
fans overseas. We don’t support the adolescant antics of U.S. con
ventions, and we don’t approve of most fan publishing; we don’t 
like to see s.f. linked with fantasy, comics, and what have yoji. 
We beleive that though the early fan movement was well meant and 
did some good in the thirties, we feel it's done more harm than 
good in the present. What SF needs now is some more adult and 
critical support, some practical information services, and some 
serious discussion and study. And a general effort to raise 
standards all around. Because the ISFS seems to offer a hope of 
progress, we’re supporting it, though we don't expect much result 
from it for a while. We frown on the emblam of Saturn and a rock
et not only because SF is more than space flight and shouldn't 
be tied to It, but because these symbols have been used by comics 
and the worst SF enough to make them unsuitable for us.
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"You know Alan—this is all wrong," said the Professor," 
It can’t be left to one man. I just can’t make up my mind, you 
see. I think YOU should share in the decision."

We stood for a moment.
Then I said,"Well, it’s not very difficult Professor—after 

all, we’ve only .GOT -sardine or cucumber sandwiches left* Which 
is it ..g-oihg to be?"

He thought for a moment.
"The sardine," he said with great deliberation.
The professor and I had been working fior many months on a 

new creation—The Food of the Dodd’s, which caused Immense growth 
In any organism that absorbed it. Unfortunately, it had gotten 
out of hand, owing to the professor’s absent-mindedness and what 
with giants, huge rats, mice the size of ponies, ponies the 
size of elephants, elephants the size of mammoth things, quite 
a bit was out of control. So much so that we had to destroy 
the food with the exception of a small sample which we stored 
in the small room where we kept our old clothes. Not to be 
used again, but just to remind us of the fact that we occasion
ally do produce an Invention that works.

Unfortunately, we hadn’t reckanoc with the moths.
Being full of old clothes, the room accumulated it’s natur

al share of moths, which made their heme in our clothes. Con
stant eating away of these had left not much in the way of cloth
ed at all, and when the pocket of one coat which contained a jar 
of the food finally gave way with a rending tear, it spilled 
the container onto the floor, and the food was loose again, and 
so were the moths...

"Do you hear a banging?" inquired the Professor one morn
ing, peering up from his microscope trying to Identify his break
fast.,

There seemed to he a hammering coming from the old room in 
which we kept all the old clothes and rubbish from time to time. 
We both investigated the clattering—and opened the door.

"Well," said the Professor ten minutes later, We can’t sit 
around here without any clothes on—haven’t you got anything 
at all we can wear?"
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"The food is in control ag
ain," he moaned,"giant moths— 
eating everything, all the cloth
es, all the—hmmmmmm. Shall we 
put on these suits of armor and 
venture out?"

Our assistant Brewce, pant
ing, entered the laboratory. 
"The moths are heading for the 
coast," he said.

"The coast," I repeated," how 
do you know?"

'There’s a horde of them fly
ing over Victoria Station, that’s 
how."

Victoria Station? For all 
ppints South—For the contin
ent s—for Brighton.••

"They’re heading for the 
beach," roared the Professor 
frantically," all those woolen 
bathing costumes, that’s what 
they’re after. We’ve got to 
stop them. We’ve got to warn 
the people, ''e’ve got to warn 
all those girls, we've got to—- 
hmmm—y’know Alan, if we got a 
fast train down there we could 
be there in time to watch it hap
pen."

"Professor," I said disgust
edly ," how couId you suggest 
such a thing? That two men of 
science such as you and me— 
you suggest we should go down to 
Brighton in our suits of armor, 
just to watch a lot of moths 
stripping.....ummm---- when did
you say the next train leaves 
for their??"

Although the suits of armor 
were pretty cumbersome we both 
finally winched and levered our
selves onto the train and were 
down there in an hour. There 
was no sign of the moths at all— 
everything was the same as It al
ways was. People all on the front, 
along the piers, on the benches, 
signing their names "Mr, and Mrs. 
Smith" in the hotel registers.' 
We took our seats on the bench, 
selected a couple of deck chairs, 
and sat down. -
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a-p remained for almost two hours. There was no sign
weedhkillS tha^r ^hat had +atSn clothes* Perhaps, like the

see. killer thao causes giant growths in plants to kill their the* foodf had destroyed the moths ini ’.he same way. W
1 EuddenW shouted to him.It bj*7’ hat S haPPenl"6? Wiat horrible turn of events could 

Ab L? © i
jj .
w;h® de2k chair attendant,he’s coming to collect the money.” 
We moved as rapidly away from the beach as possible, while

Brewce went to find something further to eat. He come back 
praising -he food there heartily, which received from the Prof

following remarks: 'How many times must I tell you we 
are faced with a moth invasion and all you seem to think about 
is enjoying yourself. Any more of this and I’ll nut my armor 
backon and tell this blonde to stop rubbing oil on my back..." 
ow over°SeSDS™sJ'M BreWCe omln°usU."There's a huge dark shad- 

t|What is it?”asked the professor anxiously.
.. no^hing, said Brewce,” just a huge, dark shadow, I
thought you might be interested,.."
WejT, nee?,a weapon,"ordered the Professor, pointing to the 
ar-time relic on the front. A twenty-five pounder. I sat there 

idly and then pulled a piece of string at the bottom of the gun.
I don t think, said the Professor severely,” there was any 

need for you to sink the pier like that* But it?s really not 
too bad, because Brighton has two piers, l‘m sure.”

The portable radio that Brewce had been carrying suddenly - S±e the *ews ^e moth fleet had b^eenMen heading
across the channel. They were on a direct route for Paris.

Paris. I said, Paris? I remember when I was in Paris n 
couple of years ago...”

"Keep your voice down,"ordered the Professor,"we don’t want 
everyone to hear your sordid reminiscences-------——-------Wignerit to us later." diaper

nThe boat is ready,” 
small sailing boat in tow
a machine gun Inside, 
pom-jcoms."

Just like Brewce 
ach,.. ”

said Brewce, 
, "I’ve taken

a couple of Lugers

ic'.denly appearing with a 
the precaution of putting 
" " TT a pair of? a Mauser and

I muttered,’’always thinking of his stom-
We belted across the channel in double-quick time. It would 

have been quicker if we had some oars, but we did the best we 
could with our belts.

Paris was deserted.- Jill the population must have been 
driven crazy« I could tell this because they were all hiding in 
the river, and everyone knows that in Paris it’s the same as 
driving one in Seine.

"Look',’shouted Brewce," at that tall building. The moths have 
attacked and stripped it—ohly the scaffolding Is left."

That s the Eifel Tower, it always looks like that,” I shouted. 
_ ,Bxrb the moths there was no sign. We sailed back to Eng
land. But we made on error. There must have been female moths 
In the cupooard, and on the way back the boat was attacked by them.

After all, as everyone knows---------- female moths cannot resist
a sail...**..
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A. reply to Mr, Hamlin and Mr. Durham 
/by Bill Durkom/

In 
persuade the last HOCUS, two "gentleman" were on hand to try to 
. , __ me to mend my ws^rs and be a good boy. One wrote on

my heart» Xt ®iveB me heartbum every time I think of it. The other misguided one preached to 
o? «n be^lnS a hack-to-God evangelist, and made more
of an idiot out of himself than any evangelist could. Since 
these two are just begging for replties, I shall take it upon 
iythi'nkt+in^t SaC? Wher^ they belonS« On second thought, 
An thfyr allready know where they belong, and so would any
one else who’s read their two items. y

First Mr. Hamlin, since you come first in the zine, and 
you at least are braver than my other adversary: you give your Bulv Durha?" la t0° much °f a hlt-aAd-rSn cwaM 

?°U femind me of the average, obnoxious baseball 
J8 0U^ sh0W the world what a great and universal

IVS* An<? y?u ev®n admit to being a sports reporter, which 
is one mark against you allready.

Why have their been critics of baseball? Does this question 
f®al“y y°u 80 much that it frequently robs you of nights 
of sleep? The reason there have been critics of baseball is that 
it deserve;? to be criticized, just like most any other sport does, 
if T , 1 * fyU8t'rated athelite as you so snidely hint. And
of hJS a frustrated athelite, I would not be frustrated because 

a??6 i Can Only think of th® morons whose one ambition 
+ A18 be?ome a,fa^ns ball player, and to this they prac- 
+ i ^mely Idiots-all of them. I wouldn't care
3iL+ lhepS? ?alle? Jalents that many of these morons posses,
Ybab Of -tadeni> ls i-fc be able to hit a ball farther than 
the other Syy with just a wooden stick. Sure some can do it bet
ter than others. But does this take talent? No, it just takes 

£ cerbai»ly wouldn't Waste my time practicing any
thing as foolish as that. As far as the money is concerned, of 
course I wouldnt object,to having what some of those idiots do.

xou canslder that the sheer drama of eighteen superbly 
endowed young men is something that has no equal in suspense*. 
I say baloney to this, I’d rather look at eighteen superbly 
endowed young WOMEN, than eighteen superbly endowed young men. 
And what suspense is present???? iaou ' 
a game, I didn’t find any suspense present. All I found there 

+1 cfuld.haVe fallen asleep, but I saved myself from 
this fate by turning to something else on the t.v. No, I must 

,say. J VQTf1fV-Sr seen ®ab® Rauth strike out, but I strongly doubt 
hether I d be moved to tears by viewing such a great moment.

And if someone named Bobby Thompson hit a homerun, good for him. 
I really don t care whether he did or didn’t. Imagine, going 
to pieces just because some character named Willey from your state 

as able to play a little better than the usual riff-raff. Tsk 
tsk, your sent am ent al Ity Is loathsome, Mr. Hamlin, And if exper
ience any mind soaring excitement" when you see the ball drop into 
the stand, I strongely recomend that you see a good psychiatrist. 
Perhaps he can do something to help you, though in your case, 
curing seems like an impossibility^ '

superoxy endowed young men.
The last (and only) time I viewed
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And I hope that will succeed In putting you in your place, Mr, 
Hamlin, and if it does, I’d advise you to stay there,

Now we come to Mr, "Bull Durham" who is obviously afraid 
to voice his views under his own name, so he has to pick a pseudo
nym that is insulting to me, I don’t even know whether I should 
take the time to read Durham’s babblings, since it’s probable 
that you have really nothing to say, and your thoughts lack com
plete conviction if you are so unsure of yourself that you won’t 
even useyyour own name.

My, my Mr. Durham, you intimate that my outlook on life 
seems "to hide a great hatred for society’s mores.” Congratul
ations on your expert deductions, I wonder how many weeks it took 
you to figure out that fact. No doubt you needed assistance to, 
in determining my true nature, but you finally arrived at a con
clusion, and for your efforts deserve your own key to the wash
room, or at least visiting privileges.

I say the only immensity contained in the Bible is that 
thousands of people are willing to accept it as a holy book 
without making the slightest verification toward it’s true mean- — 
ing. It’s ok as fiction, but once you start belelving in the 
Bible it's time to call the men with the white coats, I am not 
the only one who knows the true nature ahd value of the Bible, 
there are others, these "sheep” as you put it, who have a faint 

inkling of it themselves. But 
most of them are so bound By 
custom and tradition that they 
are afraid to rebel against 
these forces, and thus are con
tent to be led around by the 
real hucksters.

How good a judge of san
ity am I? you ask. Well I know 
one thing; 1 know that it would 
be best if you were .put away 
for a short "rest.” I find 
yovr a'rttude even more depl
orable than Mr. Hamlin's.

There is no proof of 
value to religon. It does not 
mean anything, and can offer 
no proper justification. Yes, 
I'd call him a heel to his face, 
and I'd like to do the same 
to you. If enough people wise 
up Durham, and realize that 
persons like you are in the min
ority and are to be ignored, 
something might come of this 
world. Wen my day of judge
ment comes, if it does, I’ll 
spit in his eye. And so Mr, 
Durham, it’s revealed that you 
have an astounding mind, keep it 
up and- I predict someday you’ll 
be safely locked up in a pad
ded cell.
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by Vic Ryan

THE PLOT AGAINST EARTH by Calvin Knox and RECRUIT FOR ANDROMEDA 
by Milton Lesser, Ace double books D-358, 35^, 250 pages.

THE PLOT AGAINST EARTH by Calvin M. Knox (Bob Silverburg) Is 
a poorly written, hurried development of a not especially new 
theme. This theme concerns the mysterious "hypnojewels", that 
can corrupt a man's mind and make him an incurable addict; the 
similar story that immediately comes to mind is Webber Martin’s 
Spacerogue" in the last issue of INFINITY. There, however, the 

jewels were called Starstones, but were equalljr illegal. In 
fact, Martin’s short novel is infinitely superiour to Silverburg's 
novel,

Lloyd Catton has been assigned as a figurehead member of the 
Interworld Crime Commission. Earth is a relatively new member of 
the "Big Four", or the four major races of the Galaxy...so Catton 
isn’t expected to have any power; his appointment is merely a kind
ly gesture.

From here on in, Bob spoils the plot and ending qith little 
hints dropped here and there, some very bad characterization, and 
a poorly conceived villain whom everyone knew was The Bad Guy. 
Not a good book at any means, but interesting reading...if only 
to find the obvious inconsistencies present. Budding authors:" 
read this to see what not to do,

RECRUIT FOR ANDROMEDA by Milton Lesser has such great poss
ibilities that it’s regression seems all the worse. You know, 
the bigger they are, the harder they fall-*.

Every year thousands of young men are chosen for the myster
ious Nowhere Journey", the title of this dangerous mission 
isn’t exagerated, as you’ll see when (and if) you read this. 
Anyhow, kit Temple has been chosen and fondly says good bye to his 
lover, etc.etc,,,as no one has ever returned from the mission in 
thirty years. This story is so suspensibely woven that it showed 
yeal possibilities. Just where "nowhere" is, why scores of good 
men are stationed there, etc,etc. makes an intriguing book——how
ever, near the end, Milt seems to have grown tired with it, and 
been unable to come through with anything resembling a decent 
ending.

The general impression that these books Ifeave is bad...both 
seem rather hurried (as do most ACE books). Eoth fall short on 
the endings and lack really good charactors. Recommended onlv 
for completists and rich people, That’s all, AVOIDl

EDITOR’S NOTE: The magazine version of the Lesser novel or
iginally appear in IMAGINATION in ’ 53 under the title VOYAGE 
TO NOWHERE.
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A collection of stories by Theodore Sturgeon. Avon 
T—504,220 pages, 35j^»

I ve always liked Sturgeon. I liked THE DREAMING JEWELS. A 
STRANGE» THE COSMIC RAPE, and others. Now, along comes 

ALIENS 4, a collection of 4 longer Sturgeon pieces. Suddenly I 
don t like Sturgeon anymore.
_ rePrlntsJ one from F&SF, another from aSF, another
from VENTURE, and the last CACTUS DANCE, one which you m^ght not 
have seen previously, from LUKE SHORT’S ICESTERN MAG,

The first storyj KILLDOZER, from a ’44 aSF, concerns a myst
erious life form which inhabits machines. Naturally, in the in
terests of a good story, this form hates humans.,.and it happ
ens to have 8 of them cornered on a small island while working 
on an engineering project. The 70 pages of this story concerns 
itself with the plight of the engineers, or allegorically, the 
triumph of Good over Evil. A very poor story in my estimation, 
lacking, in enough characterization to supply one hero, without 
tiie introduction of a second. Actually, the machine is by far 
the most human charactor. Wasted effort.

CACTUS DANCE is a poor bit of style copying...so poor I’m not 
even sure who it’s supposed to be—perhaps Lovecraft. It’s the 
story of a strange little girl who can’t seem to take roots 
(read the story to understand the pun), and a rather cracked pro
fessor. Ahyway, it’s in narrative for, with the narrator nar
rating the professor’s narration. And the idea isn’t so hot— 
besides that, the slam-bang ending is milding and not at all 
terrifying...or even Interesting. .

THE COMEDIAN’S CHILDREN, a novelet from VENTURE, is probably 
the best of the lot. It have a plot, even though the real mean
ing is easily deduced. Only average, but the best of these four®

THE (WIDGET), THE (WADGET), AND BOFF is a confusing and mean
ingless, if not plotless, bit of space filler from F&SF. Un
doubtedly one of the worst short novels I’ve read.

Sturgeon throughout these stories seems to have one thing in 
mind?word rate. Every story is fully three times the needed or 
desired length, with the possible exception of THE COMEDIAN’S 
CHILDREN. Ted tries to be a little Poe-ish, I think, with his 
detailed prologue technique, but where Poe’s jabbers serve to 
stimulate interest, Sturgeon confuses, bores, and almost drives 
away the reader. Pity the poor layman who picks this up and eith
er judges this as the best Sturgeon or the Best S.F. or both, causu 
he’s in for a big letdown, A poor book, definitely not recomended.

THE FOURTH R by George 0. Smith. Ballantine books no. 316 K, 
156 pages, J5£®

As damon knight would say,"This is science fiction?". And may
be he’d be right.

This story is about a young man by the name of James Holden. 
Although James isn’t a natural genuis, he has the use of an am
azing invention conceived by his parents...am invention that 
makes learhing a snap. Soon, at the age of 5, to be exact, 
James has the knowledge of a high school graduate.
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a
James and his parents are re

turning home from "Uncle Paul's" 
house when suddenly there’s a blow

. n.tup-jt.>f,dt th£ car swerves madly down 
" "”an embankment,, James is unharmed, 

but finds both his parents dead, 
and belelves that somehow "Uncle 
Paul" had something to do with 
it. The latter becomes his guard
ian, and possesor of the teach
ing device, ■ .

James leaves home filled with 
hatred, with the mind of an adult. 
He is found though, and returned 
home. Several months later he 
attempts to run awa^* again, and- 1S' 
again re-captured. However, a<< "
third time he manages to make . 
good his.escape and stays away . 
for'many years, absorbing knowl
edge and perfecting his machine, 

A court battle follows soon af
ter Paul finds him—Paul claims. ■ 
that James has been deprived of 
his youthful happiness, James does
n’t deny this, but begs the court 
to grant him, full rights. The leg
al points here are outstanding, as 
each side presents infallible bits 
of logic, ■

Of course the sf gimmick in the 
: tg&Ms the educator. But is that 

really fiction in our modern world 
of- sleep-teaching, hypno education, 
etc,etc? If your Interests are 
confined to strictly sf with the 
ordinary ingrediants of hero, hero<* 
Ine, adventure, sex, . intrigue, 
then don’t bother with this book. 
You won’t find any of that in here, 
However, if you enjoy a fresh, 
challenging concept,.and a real 
human drama, with the most plaus
ible of facts, then this Is the 
book for you. The characterizat
ion, in most parts, is superb; the 
plot exhibits no basic structure 
flaws; motivation is always clear, 
even if Right and Wrong aren’t,

• I can’t recommend this book too 
highly. Buy it.

Vote for clean government, vote 
for Brother Frank Jares.

'59
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LETTERS

Ron Ellik, Berkeley, California . .
-----About the Squirrel Cage; I admit there 1b a thin dividing line 
between serious writing and tongue-in-cheek, but if you have been 
reading SHAGGY since it’s resurgence, you ’ll note that ttiere has 
never been an installment of my column (until SHAGGY 43) that . 
was serious. I don’t write serious stuff very much, and I al
most never write serious Squirrel Cages. ,

The N3F has a very larfee complex of some sort—they can * 
.__take criticism, I Well now, I think it just depends on what kind 
Wof criticism it is and how It’s offered. If you get someone 

who says I don’t like the N3F because no BNFs are In it, and then 
says It’s bad BECAUSE of that reason, well I don t think that s 
a very valid pne; the N3F is NOT a club for BNFs—Md $. I consid
er my remarks in SHAGGY as constructive criticism, yet they have 
aroused enraged roars from other Neffers. - e .+

This over-defensive mechanism exists In the N3F, and it dqesn_t 
exist in most other groups to this extent. Most fan-clubs can 
take a little fun poking or serious criticism with at least a 
shrug—but the NJF usually assume it to be a direct attack.

You know, if I was serious about destroying the N3F before it 
destroyed me, i’d have to wear ear-muffs to do it. The screams 
of anguish would deafen me, otherwise.

Answer me this: If the N3F is neither the worst group. ™r 
the best group in fandom, what is the best, and what is. the worst. 
6 It’s hard to give a direct answer to these, N3F serves a pur
pose, just about the way all the others do. And besides, you 
couldn’t lump evety fan-group together, because they are of 
different kinds; there are the apas, like FAPA and SAPS, there 
are the ’’•orrespondence’ groups like N3F and ISFCC , there are 
the "home” groups which meet at one particular location period
ically like LASFS, ESFA, etc.etc. and I don t think they can 
fairly be compared with one another—Md{. I just want to know 
if you have any set standard for measuring these things, because 
I don’t. In my mind, an organization makes the grade or falls 
short by virtue of fullfilling it’s main purposes. I don t think 
N3F has fullfilled its purpose until now...at least, not in tne 
last ten years. Whether it did before 1947 or so is unknown 
to me, but since Widner, Speer and Ackerman ceased to be of
ficially associated with the club, it has gone to the dogs.

You’re wrongs if the club started conscripting BNFs without 
making them pay it would not be good for it. I am assuming that 
bv BNFs you mean people who have been around fandom a loooong 
time. Decklnger, if the club did that they would have just that 
much deadwood on the roster, because these persons are busy.. _ 
They might have time for a letter now and then—but they couldn t 
chain themselves to RRoblns, or join the Welcommittee, or Pub
lish for NAPA. N3F would just not benefit from doing something 
like that. When I was "conscripted" without having to pay for 
my membership, I was fortunate X.had .time, to answer most of
the Welcommittee letters I got etc.etc—because Bjo didn t piok 
somebody like Tucker or Willis to draft. If she picked anyone 
like Tucker or Willis or Burbee or any BNF she d have found her 
Joke falling flat. These people haven’t the time for N3F.
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I think the club could benefit more by just buckling down (as 
it is doing) and working on itself from the Inside. This new 
follow, up bureau looks like a good thing.

The "inner circle" of FAPA could mean any of a number of things. 
Usually it mdans the'Brain Trusters (see FANCYCLOPEDIA II). When 
I mentioned it, I was referring to the circle of Kteic-corresp- 
ondents—William Rotseler’s mailing list. The Kteio readers are 
almost all FAPA members, and they (we, I guess, because I'm 
one of them) are one of the most closed circles in fandom. No
body, gets in unless he is a personal friend of Rotseler’s. That's 
about as closed as you can get, I imagine, Wpen Kteic was be-ing - 
published by mimeo a few years back I was on the outside because 
I’d never met Rotseler. New that it's teen revived I m on the 
inside and I like it.

Anders Froberg, Sundsvall, '.Sweden
SF Times published in Sweden can be of much interest to the 

fen. In the U.S. the fen allready know the by getting the zine 
S.F. Times jyes, after the news is only a few-months old too—Md J 
but here it is different. Many fen cannot read English and they 
are interested in getting news from the fan world -overseas. And 
we (Sture Sedolin, Hallstrom, and I) will carry more news, and 
things like that, than the American edition.’' We will also tran
slate the con reports.

Yes, ALIAS.JESSE JAMES was a howler. But still funnier was SOME 
LIKE IT EOT with Marilyn Monroe. It is the funniest film I have 
seen in a year or so. The only complaint I can give is that it 
was not in color.

But ALIAS JESSE JAMES, like all foreign films, was shown in 
Swgdlsh, with corny translation strips at the bottom of the pic
ture. Crazy, because you can’t look at the picture and read 
these notes at the same time. And SOME LIKE IT HOT, I have read, 
like many other American films, was made in two versions, one 
for the American audiences, and the other for overseas audiences. 
The overseas version features Marilyn in a much, MUCH shorter 
dress and other things like that.

Vic Ryan* Springfield, Illinois
I don’t like the idea of placing anything on a fanzine's 

cover but the title, ish, and number, and illo.
I remember George Wells saying Durkom is a snob because he 

doesn't like anything. A snob supposedly is one who automatic
ally disagrees with everything, and doesn7 t like other people’s 
ideas. Are the british wrong because they drive on the left 
side of the road and we drive on the right? Does that make them 
snobs? 5 Aaaahh, we've got another snobbish bit going, this must 
die before it erupts into trouble again—MdJ.

Ken Smith, Austin, Texas .
My knowledge of Francais is very limited, but honl soit qui 

mal x pense—which of course translated means, "Honey, hand me 
my suit and pants." Or something like that. I hate to get tec
hnical. . •

Of course you're right, some people can not be taught without 
first destroying some little tidbit of knowledge they accept 
as truth* I graJit you thin..



But the line is drawn thinly between-the desire to correct a person 
for.hiA own benefit, and the desire to. consider a person’s feel
ings. It depends on the situation, the importance of the gain 
in knowledge in relation to th'e loss in ideals. And, df course, 
before one can correct, one must be sure. .

Floyd Zwicky, Rockford, Illinois . -
I received HOCUS #10 a while back, but this is to inform 

you thajt the jewels were not enclosed,, please send them by return 
mail. I don't care if you smuggle them or snip them by telekin- 
\esis. { It looks like Uncle Sammy's boys enjoy to keep things 

- for themselves, because others have complained about the lack of 
jewelery too. Maybe i’ll try to smuggle pornographic pictures, 
which should prove easier—Md J.

I like David Prosser's art very much, May his shadowtnever 
grow less 0 if he still has one, that Is.—MdS.

j-n the Feb. '59 issue of "Scientific American" was an art
icle which Paul Shingleton should have read. It's about pidgin 
languages, and says there are ones based on French, Portuguese, 
and other languages, besides English, but those based on English 
are spoken by the greatest number of people, .and are of several 
kinds. There is a Chinese pidgin, for instance, but the most oop- 
ular is Melanasian pidgin, spoken in the South Pacific islands^

Pidgin languages are definitely not haphazardly - arranged 
words; they are real languages, with rules of pronunciation and 
of order. Through the work of missionaries, Pidgin English has 
a written form. Vowels are simple, pronounced as in Italian, a 
few example are:
MELANASIAN PIDGIN ' . SOURCE WORDS MEANING

BAGARIMAP ' BUGGER ’ IM UP - WRECK
DISFELA THIS FELLOW . THIS
HAISIMAP H'IST 'Ui UP LIFT
MI ME I, ME
PLANTIM PLANT ’IM BURI-
T INK T INIC THINK-THINK ■ OPINION

This gives an idea of how the words are formed. 'But they 
are used partly according to English word, and partly according 

-to native language order. Structure is simplified too,
Paul mentions some Australian slang that was "new to mr, but 

then Australia does have some odd expressions. All countries have 
such expressions, we even have pretty fancy stuff of our own in the 
deep South—"Ef'n I knowed it was you, I'd. a retch out and wove."

Tom Milton's letter Interested, me. Wat in the world is a 
pure Anglo-Saxon, and how would you go about proving it? And if 
the Germans are inferlour in any sense of modern accomplishment, 
I would be interested to know where it is. However, let’s not 
give them more credit than is due. Of Tom’s list, von Braun, 
Wagner, Bach, and Marx were germans, but Steinmetz and Einstein 
were Jews, Frued was an Austrian, and Rembrandt and von Gogh were 
both Dutch, .

And as for Barry Milroad, there's an easy way to get all 
advertisers to make honest and logical claims" for" their products. 
All you have to do is raise the national I.Q. to the point where
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too few people will swallow the garbage they hand us. And until 
they do that, I’m afraid we* 11 have to put up with these damn lies, 
half truths, phony medical claims, cosmetic ads full"of sickening* 
vanity, pictures that show how your Innards work etc.etc.-

Ken Smith writes a good letter„ But (and you see I,m on 
both sides of the argument), he is trying to prove the truth of 
the Bible by quoting from the’Bible, which is hardly good logic, 
isn’t it? And'he has fallen into that she trap which so many 
have occupied before him,. He hafe assumed that without religon 
there can be no moral conduct or thinking., . Not so at all? my 
boy. Read Julian Huxley, There certainly are. people who s self
respect will keep them on the ethical track, It is no,difficult 
task to demonstrate that unethical conduct is impractical and se
nseless, apart from any religious teachingsAnd it sounds in
sulting to humanity to imply that the only thing that keeps It 
good is a fear of hell, . .

Ken is simply arguing in favor of good as opposed to evil, 
and where will he find an oppenent? I would suggest that if the 
safety of yodr life, limb, and material property in the U.S. de
pended on those of sincere religious convictions, you’d better 
buy a bunch of good strong padlocks and a shotgun,

Vincent P. Nowell talks of sf and such. So a western story 
or an sf story is not a type of story but just a background? Me 
boy, you are here talking about space opera. If you can take a 
western story, and shift'it to another locale and still have a 
story, then you didn’t have a western in the first place. Same 

icthing with sf, 'if the alien element is not necessary to the plot 
of the story, then you don’t have an sf story. Take the usual: 
boy meets girl, girl gets into a mixup,. boy rescues girl, boy 
gets girl. With this plot, nothing on Earth can make the story 
a western or sf or anything else. But mainly, sf is speculative, 
it asks: ’’What if...?*

Arthur Sellings, London, England
I haven11 had anything in F&SF yet, it must be Arthar Forges 

you’re thinking of. 5Probably, I also have the habit of confus
ing stories by Ed Ludwig and Edward Hellen, telling Ludwig I liked 
something he wrote which was really done by Wellen-—MdJ. I ve 
found that selling to the big 3 hinders one from selling to the 
others; perhaps one’s style gets directed more to ©ne mag than 
another. Notice that it happens with many other writers, like 
Marion Z. Bradley in F&SF, Eric Frank Russell in Astounding, 
Sheckly and Pohl in Galaxy. Galaxy gets first look at my stuff. 
There are only those 3 that pay decent rates these days,.so un
less I write something whinli I think has a good chance with Hor
ace Gold, I prefer to sell here„ And Ted Carnell Is much more 
eclectic with his policy, with the result that his mags NEW WORLDS 
and SCIENCE FANTASY are much more interesting than many U.S. ones. 
But, you know, British popular publishing is pretty mediocre and 
unadventerous. AUTHENTIC was making money when it was folded 
by the publishers,bbecause it was the only.mag left they publi
shed, after switching to pbs. This notwithstanding that their 
distribution channels are just the same for mags as pbs. I know 
Ted (E.C.) Tubb, and he was most disappointed at having a paying 
mag taken out from under him. Ted Carnell is an old friend of 
mine too. -
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Clay Hamlin, Bangor,Maine . . " ’ • .
Oh, sure Gem Carr and I won't get into any arguments, not 

really. I do know her lots' better than that., . Heavan knows I 
have no intention of starting any fights, and I won't give her 
the chance. {Famous last words—Md{o ,

Convention? Well I’m considering it seriously., Only met 
one fan in person so far, and if she is anything like the rest 
it will be wobth attending at least oinxe con, Why not .this? Hope 
to see you and many others■there if I go. .

This will ■certainly puzzle you, and it may not make any sense, 
but there is nothing whatsoever legally wrong with any of Bo 
Stenfors’ illoso I have some'many, in fact 1 have a very fine 

■ one in the Gazette, and they are all within the law. The illu
strations are not nearly so important as the intent, and the 
suggestion. Pose, expression, and things like that, {Well I 
find nothing objectionable with Stenfors either, but I can't 
see where Prosser's cover on #10 can be classed as pornogra
phic—Md J.

Uhcle'Wllan Dodd, Hoddesdon, Herts., England
I received a cheque fir a guinea last week—about threa col

lars in American currency—for my "literary efforts" to a mag
azine: PICTURE SHOW, which I sent a letter of comment too and 
they printed it. {Too bad they don't have the same policy with 
the U.S. prozines—the old FUTURE (as a pulp) used to pay §2.00 
for every letter they used, but this practice was soon a.bondened.

Wherever vou live in England you can only get two tv stations 
on your set—the BBC, which is the main station, and the I.T.V. 
which is the commercial tv station. The BBC covers the whole of 
England with its one program, but the I.T.V. is divided up into 
separate areas, because the transmitters are so powerful. That 
means that near London we get a different commercial station 
than the others do up north. We have "77 Sunset Strip" while 
the northern stations don't receive It. jl wonder if you’re 
treated to any of the American crooked tv quizzes too-—Md{. 
Television here is limited for each station to have a maximum 
of 50 hours a week. Naturally both vie for the other in com
petition, by putting the best shows on in the evenings and week
ends.

Think of the agony you have of having seven different stations 
to choose from. Why I'd keep turning that dial around like a 
combination of a safe trying to choose something. I’d never be 
satisfied with what was on, with so much else to choose from. 
{It really isn'y as exciting as it may seem, since the dial I'm 
twisted most frequently is the cbne that says ON-OFF, and usually 
to the latter position, -

It's probably more difficult to get into the U.S. for the En
glish than vice-versa. There are so many regulations, declara
tions- etc.etc. you have to sign saying you won't try and over
throw Jhe U.S. government {Well in the shape that it's in now, I 
don’t see how much more damage can be done to it—Md{. /.nd then 
you have to have a personal interview with a member of the Amer
ican Embassy to get permission and vaccinations and...but the 
list is endless, I fear. And of course the prices are higher 
in the U.S. than here. J I don’t care, in FANAC it said you vis
ited the Bay area, and I trust in FANAC—Md{.
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Last week I saw BLONDE IN BONDAGE, a Swedish film made in 
Stockholm, but with American voices—probably dubbed. They had a 
strip-teaser in the film too, but she didn;t take off much—just 

tthe outer dress and gloves, and the audience has to be easll-y- • 
satisfied with it. . ■ . . .. :

Robert N. Lambeck, Birmingham, Michigan
During the summer, which I was at Summer School in Connect

icut, we went to visit Yale one Fridayo I saw the two linear 
accelerators they have (like cyclotrons, except that they’re 
circular). . ■

The small one was behind 3 inch metal doors,' One comment so
meone saud was: "What worries me is what’s so powerful they have 
to keep.it behind every door?’' Ww had 'lots of fun running all 
around the thing while the guide kept yelling something about a 
22,000 volt charge on all exposed, metal surfaces,, 
Gad, those tubes they had were hot; glowing like a salamander with 
a hotfoot. They also squealed very nicely0

They're working on some neat project their. Slapping an 
oxygen isotope ion into U—235 and making a bomb out■of what is 
effectively a transuranic element, which should make one hell of 
a bang if it goes the way it should.

Jane Carruther, Columbus, Ohio
I don't see why it is that sf fans spend so much time working 

on these amatuer magazines {fanzines, she means—Md{ when they 
could help the field so much more by trying to write science fic
tion. It seems to me that every time I pick up a mag the same 
old names are on the contents page, especially this Bob Silver- 
burg. { As I understand it, Silverburgi rents space for his name 
in mags, he can write a good story too; sometimes, it's just that 
was a tremendous output like his, the' majority of it has t-e^-be 
hack' work—Md{.

• Do you trade copies of HOCUS with any of the magazines? If 
you did it would be an easy way to earn free copies. 5 No, I don't 
indulge in such a practice, and I don't beleive that any fanzinr-- 
do, after all, fanzines are put out for fun and ego-boo, prozines 
are putting- out for a-more realistic reason: .making money, and I d 
like to see one zine that isn’t—-Md{o

FOR CLEAN GOVERNMENT
AND CORRUPT TAX OFFICIALS (THEY’LL WORK FOR YOU)

BE SURE TO CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE DESERVING
CANDIDATE, YOU KNOW VZHO THE DESERVING CANDIDATE

IS, DON'T YOU??? WHY IT’S

BrOtHeR fRaNk JaReS

. The only one fit for the job.

Remember his motto—remember his name....it's not one 
to be forgotten.•

Show your spirit by casting your ballot for the right one

keep.it
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